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AKAROA-WAIREWA COMMUNITY BOARD 
23 MAY 2007 

 
 

A meeting of the Akaroa-Wairewa Community Board 
was held on Wednesday 23 May 2007 at 9.30am 

 
 

PRESENT: Stewart Miller (Chairman), Steve Lowndes, Bryan Morgan, 
Bob Parker and Eric Ryder 

  
APOLOGIES: Nil 
 
 
The Board reports that: 
 
PART A – MATTERS REQUIRING A COUNCIL DECISION 
 

1. CHRISTCHURCH TO LITTLE RIVER RAIL TRAIL – LITTLE RIVER SECTION 
 

General Manager responsible: General Manager of City Environment DDI 941 8656 

Officer responsible: Asset & Network Planning Manager DDI 941 8160 

Author: Michael Ferigo Transport Planner Cycling and Pedestrian 

 
 PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
 1. The purpose of this report is to seek adoption by Council of the recommended option of the rail 

trail route to be included in the 09/19 LTCCP. 
 
 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 2. The Christchurch to Little River Rail Trail (CLRRT) was initially raised as a concept of creating a 

continuous pathway for walkers and cyclists between the two locations.  After several years of 
exploring the idea and support between interested parties a group of enthusiastic supporters 
came together to progress the idea towards implementation.   

 
 3. In 2003, The Christchurch-Little River Railtrail Trust was formed as an incorporated charitable 

trust to transform the former railway route into a trail catering for walkers and cyclists wishing to 
view the region at close quarters, while avoiding the traffic on the busy road between Little River 
and Christchurch. 

 
 4. The Trust works closely with its partners in developing the Railtrail.  Whilst the Railtrail Trust has 

an overall interest, the other parties have varying interests in different sections of the Trail with 
the Trust sometimes being a secondary player to the partner.  The partners include - 
Department of Conservation, Wairewa Runanga, Selwyn District Council, Christchurch City 
Council, Environment Canterbury and Transit New Zealand.  The Trust has key objectives of 
raising funds to complete the Trail and to engage in consultation with the wide range of interest 
groups.  

 
 5. More than half of the 45km long trail from Hornby to Little River is now open.  The first section to 

be completed, a 20km stretch of the trail between Motukarara and Catons Bay, near Little River 
opened in May 2006.  This section of the Railtrail runs on the old preserved railway 
embankment and includes a recently developed car park area and toilet facilities. 

 
 6. The second section between Prebbleton and Lincoln (7km) opened in November 2006.  This 

section is an off-road track adjacent to the old railway line that runs alongside Birchs Road.  
 
 7. The other sections of the trail are being actively progressed towards implementation, to achieve 

the objective of a continuous facility between Christchurch and Little River.  The Christchurch 
City Council has been very supportive in its approach to the Trail and recognised the potential 
benefits to the local and wider community in establishing such a drawcard facility for 
Christchurch. 
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 8. The Christchurch City Council in response to a report in September 2002 resolved: 
 
  (a) That the Christchurch to Little River walking/cycleway project be supported subject to 

funding approval; 
 
  (b) That the Council consider capital provision for the Christchurch section of the 

Christchurch to Little River Cycleway/Walkway project as part of its 2003/04 annual plan 
process; 

 
  (c) That the Council investigate alternative linkages and routes to join up with the cycleway. 
 
 9. The resolutions related to the ‘then’ Christchurch City area prior to the integration of Banks 

Peninsula and the funds within the capital cycleways budget ($580 000) are only identified for 
developing a connection from the Hornby area. 

 
 10. This report considers the section of the Trail from the end of its development alongside the 

State Highway near the Little River Hotel to the proposed terminus at the Little River Historic 
Train Station - totalling just over one kilometre.  The detail of various route options for the Trail 
are included within the Traffic Feasibility Study attached. 

 
 11. The report divides the recommendations into immediate, short term and long term options. 

Members will be aware that the Trail is currently operative and its development finishes in a 
100 kph posted area of the State Highway with no pathway provision into Little River.  The 
Banks Peninsula Council whilst recognising the Trail in its 2005/06 Walking and Cycling 
Strategy and Strategic Plans had no capital funds identified to assist the Trial when it integrated 
with the City.  

 
 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
 12. The work associated with the consultation and adoption of a preferred route can be 

accommodated within existing budgets, however the rough order of costs for the preferred route 
is $250,000 - $300,000.  This means that the project will need to be submitted as part of the 
2009/19 LTCCP review  for inclusion in the future capital programme.  

 
 Do the Recommendations of this Report Align with 2006-16 LTCCP budgets?  
 
 13. The funding for the completion of the Little River Cycle trail at Little River is not included in the 

2006/16 LTCCP 
 
 LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
 14. There are considered to be no legal implications. 
 
 Have you considered the legal implications of the issue under consideration?  
 
 15. As above. 
 
 ALIGNMENT WITH LTCCP AND ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT PLANS 
 
 16. As above. 
 
 Do the recommendations of this report support a level of service or project in the 2006-16 

LTCCP? 
 
 17. As above. 
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 ALIGNMENT WITH STRATEGIES 
 
 18. This aligns with the Council’s Walking and Cycling Strategy and Strategic Plan for Banks 

Peninsula.  
 
 Do the recommendations align with the Council’s strategies? 
 
 19. As above. 
 
 CONSULTATION FULFILMENT 
 
 20. Consultation with significant stakeholders and interested parties has been initiated, subsequent 

public consultation to be entered into per the capital project standard process. 
 
 STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
 21. It is recommended that the Community Board : 
 
  (a) Support the recommendations within the attached feasibility report for the immediate 

actions to be progressed. 
 
  (b) Support the report’s preferred trail route in principle (from its current termination 

approximately 200 metres north of the Little River Hotel, on the eastern side of the State 
Highway corridor to a crossing point near Barclays Road intersection and along Barclays 
Road corridor and travelling over the Council owned land that links it to the Little River 
Historic Rail Station). 

 
  (c) Recommend to the Council that it include this project in the 09/19 LTCCP. 
 
 BACKGROUND (THE ISSUES) 
 
 22. Whilst the CLRRT Trust has an over-arching interest in the project and is for the majority of the 

trail the prime driver in managing the development, certain sections of the trail have other 
parties taking primary responsibility for the trail’s development.  One such section is Birdlings 
Flat towards Little River where the Wairewa Runanga is heading the development over DOC 
land as part of its wider plans for the area.  The Runanga’s formal interest in the Trail has taken 
the Trail development to approximately 200m on the north side of the Little River Hotel.  From 
here the route options for the Trail lead within Transit NZ and/or Council land to a large degree.  
Hence the Council is managing the section into Little River to the logical terminus of the Historic 
Little River Rail Station. 

 
 23. This area was under the control of the Banks Peninsula District Council (BPDC) up until the 

inclusion of Banks Peninsula in Christchurch City in 2006.  The BPDC recognised the project 
within its Walking and Cycling Strategy and Strategic Plan which identified within its ‘top ten’ 
projects, a graded separation crossing for the Rail Trail near Little River.  However, the former 
BPDC didn’t allocate any funding to this in the short time remaining prior to its integration with 
the City.  Hence the CCC has ‘inherited’ this section with no identified funding.  

 
 24. The sections of completed trail are being walked and cycled now by many people.  Counts on 

the Motukarara section between June and October 2006 showed that over 300 people were 
regularly cycling the trail each week – the large majority using the weekends to enjoy the Trail. 

 
 25. Currently, walkers and cyclists using the trail reach the end of the trail at a point approximately 

1 kilometre from the middle of the township, despite which many users continue to complete 
their trip into the township via the roading corridor, about half a kilometre of which is located in a 
100kph zone with no cycle or walking facilities.  This situation is considered very undesirable 
based on the safety risks and an immediate alternative short term route is being suggested until 
budgets and planning allow the preferred solution to be implemented.   
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 26. This report looks at the options for developing the Trail from the point it is developed up to now 

i.e. approximately 200 metres on the northern side of the Little River Hotel on the eastern side of 
the State Highway into the township to finish at the historic train station.  It advises on the safety 
issues needing to be addressed immediately in relation to current usage.  It also identifies future 
options and considers the associated significant issues of each option.  The report concludes 
with a recommended preferred route that will be progressed to use for the consultation process.  

 
 Immediate Actions 
 
 27. There is an immediate need to develop a link into the township to improve the safety for trail 

users who naturally want to conclude their trail trip at Little River.  It is recommended that this be 
achieved by arranging temporary public access over one property that sits between the Trail at a 
crossing point on the State Highway approximately 200 metres north of the Little River Hotel and 
Morrisons Road.  The property concerned is No#4165 on the Christchurch to Akaroa State 
Highway and is just over 500 metres in length.  

 
 28. The owners of the property are positive about the possibility of the Trail travelling through their 

property as a temporary or as a permanent option.  The owners are progressing planning 
requirements to develop a complementary use, by providing on-site accommodation for 
travellers.  Staff from the Property Unit are ready to progress negotiations with the owners to 
develop the Trail on the property as a temporary measure in line with the recommendations in 
this report.  Planning advice suggests that resource consent would be required for the trail to 
traverse the property.  Such consent will take between three to six months to progress. 

 
 29. This option will also require some Council funding to add a surface treatment to the existing 

railway corridor along the length of the property and a cattle stop/ gate at each end.  Any Council 
expenditure will need some agreement with the owners on security of the tenure of temporary 
public access over the property until the preferred route option is implemented. 

 
 30. From the end of the property at Morrisons Road the Trail walkers and cyclists (walking their 

bikes) will utilise an existing footpath between Morrisons Road and Barclays Road intersections 
with the State Highway, thus avoiding the need for cyclists to use the busy carriageway.  The 
footpath which is 1.6 metre wide should be used as an interim measure in the short term, 
subject to Council adoption of the preferred route.  

 
 31. Finally, from the intersection of Barclays Road and the State Highway it is recommended that in 

the immediate term the Trail track up Barclays Road to the Council owned land that leads up to 
the Little River Historic Rail Station.  This is largely via a gravel road that for the most part will 
soon be closed off to motor vehicles. 

 
 32. It is also recommended that this route be signposted to ensure that tourists and all visitors use 

the safest available route.  
 
 33. Staff will endeavour to identify funds for this immediate work, which is expected to cost between 

$15,000 to $20,000. 
 
 Short Term Options  
 
 34. The short term actions recommended in the attached report are dependent on what the Council 

chooses as the long term option for the Trail.  The short term options mainly relate to upgrading 
the immediate measures of which some or all will be required depending on which route is 
continued with as the preferred option. 

 
 Long term Options – Preferred Trail Route  
 
 35. Whilst these have been titled ‘Long Term’ it is the staff’s intention once a preferred option has 

been adopted to progress this Trail in line with the Council’s priority for such off road shared 
pathways and to reflect its strong support for the CLRRT. 
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 36. The long term options of developing a link from the Trail’s current finish, to the Little River 

Historic Rail Station are detailed within the attached consultant’s report.  The report’s planning 
has been progressed in consultation with a number of the main stakeholders or interested 
parties.  

 
 37. It should be recognised that there are a number of significant factors that may need to be 

progressed following any Council decision on a preferred option.  Some of the factors such as 
possible resource consents and negotiations with land owners could dictate significant changes 
to the project.  However, it is important at this stage to gain direction from the Council on which 
option is the preferred one to progress with public consultation and reporting back. 

 
 38. The issue of the Trail having a graded separation crossing of the State Highway, i.e. an 

underpass as noted in the Bank Peninsula Walking and Cycling Strategy has been considered. 
Transit NZ considers the ground levels and drainage as significant factors in not supporting this 
option.  The rough order costs estimate of an underpass which would be operable in this 
environment is $500,000.  

 
 39. Essentially, without an underpass, the options presented split into crossing the State Highway in 

a 100 kph zone or in the 70 kph zone within the township.  It should be noted that there is a 
current initiative to reduce the town’s 70 kph zone to 60 kph.  The possibility of reducing the 
100 kph zone in the vicinity of where the trail currently ends was raised with staff from Transit 
NZ who indicated they are not in favour of any reduction of the speed limit in this area.  

 
 THE OBJECTIVES 
 
 40. To ensure there is a safe and attractive trail facility and terminus for walkers and cyclists 

provided in the destination section of the Christchurch to Little River Rail Trail.  
 
 THE OPTIONS  
 
 41. (a) The trail crosses the State Highway 200m north of the Little River Hotel in the 100 kph 

zone and travels along the historic rail corridor (on private property) to Morrisons Road 
where it tracks back to the State Highway corridor for a ‘dog leg’ around to Barclays 
Road.  From here it travels up Barclays Road to the Council owned land at the back of the 
properties fronting the State Highway, thus linking to the Little River Historic Rail Station. 

 
  (b) The trail crosses the State Highway 200m north of the Little River Hotel in the 100 kph 

zone and travels along the historic rail corridor (on private property) to Morrisons Road 
where it tracks back to the State Highway corridor for a ‘dog leg’ around to Barclays 
Road.  From here it travels up the State Highway corridor to track through the car park to 
the Little River Historic Rail Station. 

 
 42. (a) The trail crosses the State Highway 200m north of the Little River Hotel in the 100 kph 

zone and travels north along the State Highway corridor on the western side to Barclays 
Road intersection where it can continue to travel up the State Highway corridor, through 
the car park to finish at the Little River Historic Rail Station. 

 
  (b) The trail crosses the State Highway 200m north of the Little River Hotel in the 100 kph 

zone and travels north along the State Highway corridor on the western side to Barclays 
Road intersection where it runs up Barclays Road corridor to the Council owned land and 
follows this to the Little River Historic Rail Station. 

 
 43. The trail crosses the State Highway 200m north of the Little River Hotel in the 100 kph zone and 

travels along the historic rail corridor (on private property) to Morrisons Road where it crosses 
the road and travels through the (private) properties between Morrisons and Barclays Roads 
where it then tracks across Barclays Road to the Council owned land that links it to the 
Little River Historic Rail Station. 
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 44. The Trail stays on the eastern side of the State Highway, tracking along its corridor until it 

reaches a point opposite Barclays Road:-  
  
  (a) Where a crossing point is developed within the 70 kph zone.  From here it tracks up 

Barclays Road corridor and into the Council owned property that allows it to link up to the 
Historic Rail Station. 

 
  (b) Where a crossing point is developed within the 70 kph zone.  From here it continues up 

the western side of the State Highway on a protected two way pathway to track through 
the car park to the Little River Historic Rail Station. 

 
  (c) The trail continues up the Eastern side of the State Highway to a point opposite the Little 

River Historic Rail Station car park where a crossing is developed. 
 
 THE PREFERRED OPTION 
 
 45. The preferred option ‘44(a)’ stays on the eastern side of the State Highway, tracking along its 

corridor until it reaches a point near Barclays Road where a crossing point is developed within 
the 70 kph zone.  From here it tracks up Barclays Road corridor and into the Council owned 
property that allows it to link up to the Little River Historic Rail Station. 

 
 46. The crossing of the State Highway in a 100 kph zone has been developed to meet the required 

design for safety levels however this still creates a potential risk that the preferred option can 
avoid by crossing in a 70 kph (future possibly 60 kph) zone.  The recommended option stays on 
the eastern side of the State Highway until it crosses near Barclays Road.  It is proposed that it 
then travel up Barclays Road corridor to take advantage of the opportunity to use the Council 
owned land to track to the Historic Rail Station thus avoiding tracking through the township on 
either side of the State Highway with busy driveways, car parks, significant drainage costs and 
or construction costs.  This option will maximise the amenity value and keep relatively high 
levels of safety for the Trail walkers and cyclists.  

 
 47. The immediate actions could take up to six months to achieve a useable alternative route for the 

Trail owing to the need to gain resource consent.  However, the long term preferred option 
whilst achievable in principle still needs assessment work and funding needs to be identified.  It 
may take up to two years to have the long term option operable, if in the next few months this is 
considered able to be significantly reduced the benefits of continuing to pursue the immediate 
actions would need to be re assessed.  

 
 48. The rough order costs for the preferred option are in the range of $250,000 to $300,000. This 

funding is not identified in Council budgets and as such if progressed will need to be included 
within the next Long-Term Council Community Plan (LTCCP) review for 2009 – 2019 process.  

 
 COMMUNITY BOARD CONSIDERATION 
 
 There were 12 members of the public present at the meeting to listen to the debate on this report.  The 

Chairman had indicated that he would allow the public to table and/or read information which may be 
relevant to this issue. 

 
 Staff outlined the eight options which the Board had to consider when deliberating on which route 

should be constructed for the final section of the Christchurch-Little River Rail Trail.  Because no 
funding was available for this section to be constructed, staff asked that the Board indicate its 
preferred option for both a long term, and short term route.  It was pointed out that there were other 
matters such as resource consents, landowner permission, drainage issues and boundary 
confirmation that would affect the establishment of both routes. 

  
 Mr Mike Herlihy then tabled, and read, a prepared statement to the Board on behalf of residents of 

Morrisons and Barclays Roads.  Mr Alan Wooster explained that he had been contracted by the 
Wairewa Runanga, which had the authority from the Department of Conservation to form the rail trail 
corridor from Birdlings Flat to the Little River Hotel.  He reported that the runanga was happy to allow 
the Community Board, as representatives of the local community, to decide on this final section. 
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There was considerable debate on this report with members generally agreeing that both the rail trail 
users and the local community needed to be considered when making the final decision.  The safety of 
cyclists, road users and the community was seen as paramount in reaching a decision on which option 
to pursue. 
 
Members also noted that the completion of the rail trail provided an opportunity to take a holistic 
approach to the traffic calming and reduced speed restriction measures planned for Little River. 
 

 The Board also discussed an interim option to be used until the funding was available for the long term 
option.  Staff pointed out to members that the long term option could not be implemented until funding 
for it was approved and it was included on the Capital Programme.  Members of the public in 
attendance were concerned that a short term option may be implemented but may then grow to be the 
final option. 

 
 The Board acknowledged that staff needed to know what was preferred as an option in the short term.  

Members agreed that again this should be the safest option for all concerned.  It was noted that the 
Board had already received reports of several “near-misses” when cyclists crossing the highway at the 
current site had nearly been hit by vehicles. 

 
 The Board resolved to ask staff to consult with Transit New Zealand, the Christchurch-Little River Rail 

Trail Trust and other stakeholders to investigate the safest short term option for the final section of the 
rail trail, and that staff then report back to the Board. 

 
 BOARD RECOMMENDATION  
 
 That in the long term, the final section of the Christchurch-Little River Rail Trail, from the Little River 

Hotel to Little River township, stay on the eastern side of the State Highway, tracking along its corridor 
to a point opposite the Little River Historic Rail Station car park where a crossing is developed. 

 
 
PART B – REPORTS FOR INFORMATION 
 

2. PETITIONS 
 
 Nil 
 
 
3. CORRESPONDENCE 
 
 3.1 The Armstrong Family - Sandy Bay Toilet 
 
  Pat Armstrong had written to the Board on behalf of her family, requesting that the Council 

consider installing public toilets behind the beach at Sandy Bay. 
 
  The Board had previously received a similar request from the Akaroa Harbour Issues Working 

Party and had decided to support the concept of installing a toilet in Sandy Bay providing that 
there was actually a pollution problem in the area.  Members had asked that staff provide some 
comment on the reported pollution and an indication of what, if anything, the Council could do to 
help address the situation. 

 
  An assessment of the situation had been prepared by the Coastal Area Head Ranger and he 

was in attendance at the meeting to speak to the Board on this matter.  The conclusion reached 
by staff was that on-site monitoring be undertaken over the next summer season, although they 
had also suggested that a trial could be carried out using a portable toilet over the seven week 
peak holiday period (21 December to 7 February).  This would give a definitive indication of the 
usage.  

 
  The Board decided to support the suggestion that a portable toilet be trialled in Sandy Bay over 

the peak holiday period from December 2007 to February 2008. 
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4. DEPUTATIONS BY APPOINTMENT 
 
 4.1 Ms Shirley Hayward - Environment Canterbury 
 
  Ms Hayward attended the meeting to report on the testing regime that Environment Canterbury 

has for monitoring the algal bloom in Lake Forsyth.  She reported on the monitoring programme 
that was in place and the locations around the lake where samples were taken. She explained 
that there were no specific guidelines for when the toxin, produced by the algal bloom, was at a 
sufficiently high enough risk to pose a problem on contact (rather than ingestion).  The existing 
protocol therefore was that Environment Canterbury notified Community & Public Health when 
the toxin was present and it was then the health authority’s decision as to whether warning signs 
should be posted.  

 
  Ms Hayward explained that the impediment to using a “fire hazard” type sign (which the Board 

had indicated it would favour) was, that it was difficult to determine the extent of the risk the 
toxin was posing, particularly when it was at a medium or low level . On the other hand it was 
easy to gauge when the risk was high. 

 
  Ms Hayward clarified for members that it was Environment Canterbury’s responsibility to monitor 

the water quality in the lake and notify Community & Public Health of the results.  It was then 
Community & Public Health’s responsibility to advise people if there was a risk.  She added that 
the existing protocols for dealing with the lake monitoring were currently being reviewed. 

 
  In reply to questions Ms Hayward said it was probably a shared responsibility for which authority 

was responsible for the water quality in the lake, but that ultimately the community needed to 
take ownership of the problem.  She also stressed that the technology was not available to be 
able to give a definitive reading of the toxin levels in the lake. If the algal bloom was present the 
toxin was probably going to be present. 

 
  The Board decided to urgently request that a representative from Community & Public Health 

attend a Board meeting to update the Board on the existing protocol for assessing the health 
risk of the lake and advising the public of that risk. 

 
  It was noted that the Board could support extra funding for this issue by way of a submission to 

Environment Canterbury.  The Board also indicated it would be interested to see Environment 
Canterbury’s protocol for dealing with this issue and in particular who in Council was supposed 
to be advised when the bloom and toxin were present. 

 
 4.2 Bi-Monthly Police Report 
 
  Apologies had been received from the two local policemen as they were unable to attend the 

meeting, however Senior Constable Ditmer had supplied a written report for members 
information.  The report covered recent incidents in the Akaroa-Wairewa area, including: 

 
   Stabbing in Akaroa with car sliding off the Akaroa wharf as a related incident 
   Theft of firearms from a Little River property 
   Six sheep shot 
   Complaints regarding state of Pigeon Bay Road owing to dairy stock usage 
   Akaroa skatepark area being littered – request for additional rubbish bin 
   Stock Control – Police still being called to incidents 
   Parking issues in Akaroa 
 
  It was pointed out, in regard to the issue of stock on Pigeon Bay Road, that the Banks Peninsula 

Stock Control Bylaw was still valid and the provisions in that bylaw should be used by staff to 
address the issue. 

 
  The Board agreed with the Police that it was not the Police’s responsibility to deal with stock 

control incidents.  Members asked that staff update them on what was being done regarding the 
suggestion to set up a network of local farmers to deal with these incidents.  They also asked 
that staff inform the Board what measures were being taken to enforce the Banks Peninsula 
Stock Control Bylaw. 

 
  In response to the request by the Police for an additional rubbish bin at the skatepark, the Board 

asked that staff work with Mr Ryder to investigate a suitable solution. 
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5. AKAROA SERVICE CENTRE MANAGERS UPDATE 
 
 The Akaroa Service Centre Manager updated the Board on the following issues: 
 
  Elected Members Survey 
  Sandy Bay Toilet (previously discussed in meeting) 
  Discretionary Funding Applications 
  Seminars on water conservation, Public Places Bylaw review, signs on footpaths and Akaroa-

Wairewa projects. 
 
 
6. NOTICES OF MOTION 
 
 Nil 
 
 
7. QUESTIONS 
 
 Nil 
 
 
8. BOARD MEMBERS’ EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 
 
 8.1 MISTY PEAKS LAND PURCHASE 
 
  Members suggested that staff involve some local rural people when compiling a management 

plan for the Misty Peaks land, as it was noted that there was some considerable experience in 
the community that could be drawn on when considering the management of such land.  

 
 8.2 LITTLE RIVER RAILWAY STATION LAND 
 
  The Board questioned what was happening with the land behind the Little River Railway Station.  

It was noted that previously staff had suggested closing off vehicle access to the land.  A 
concerned resident had pointed out to a Board member that when State Highway 75 flooded, a 
diversion was often used through the railway land.  Members noted in such circumstances, a 
diversion could still be used through that land, it was merely a matter of managing the process 
correctly. 

 
 8.3 COMMUNITY & PUBLIC HEALTH 
 
  It was reported that contact had been made with Kathryn Russell from Community & Public 

Health, and that she had given an undertaking to attend a Board meeting to discuss the issue of 
the algal bloom in Lake Forsyth and the means of notification when it posed a threat to public 
health.  

 
 8.4 IKORAKI ETCHINGS 
 
  It was reported that the etchings had been purchased and were now hanging in the Little River 

Service Centre. 
 
 
PART C – DELEGATED DECISIONS 
 

9. CONFIRMATION OF REPORT 
 
 The Board resolved that the report of the ordinary meeting held on Wednesday 24 April 2007 be 

confirmed 
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10. CONFIRMATION OF REPORT 
 
 The Board resolved that the report of the extraordinary meeting held on Wednesday 2 May 2007 be 

confirmed.  
 
 
11. EXTRAORDINARY VACANCY  
 
 The Board resolved pursuant to section 117(3)(a) of the Local Electoral Act 2001: 
 
 (i) That the vacancy created by the resignation of Winston McKean be filled by the appointment of 

George Rodney (Rod) Naish. 
 
 (ii) That for the purpose of section 118(1)(b) of the Local Electoral Act 2001, it be recorded that 

Mr Naish was selected for appointment because of the experience gained by him as a member 
of the former Akaroa-Wairewa Community Board, prior to the dissolution of Banks Peninsula 
District and its inclusion in Christchurch City. 

   
 (iii) That the Council give public notice of the above resolution. 
 
 The Chairman noted that the other two members of the former Akaroa-Wairewa Community Board 

had also been approached regarding this vacancy but had indicated they were unable to accept the 
appointment. 

 
 
12. APPOINTMENT OF COMMUNITY BOARD REPRESENTATIVE TO BYLAW REVIEWS 

SUBCOMMITTEE  
 
 The Board resolved to appoint Mr Steve Lowndes as its representative on the Bylaw Reviews 

subcommittee to collectively ensure that the views of the community boards are incorporated as part of 
the review process required for all bylaws under the Local Government Act 2002.  

 
 
The meeting concluded at 12.15pm 
 
 
CONSIDERED THIS 27TH DAY OF JUNE 2007 
 
 
 
 
 STEWART MILLER 
 CHAIRMAN 


